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HYPOELLIPTICITY FOR OPERATORS OF INFINITELY

DEGENERATE EGOROV TYPE

By

Nils Dencker, Yoshinori Morimoto and Tatsushi Morioka

(1)

§1. Introduction and Result

We study the hypoeilipticityfor the operator

P = Dt + ia(t)b(t,x,Dx) in Rt x R"

where i = ＼f~-Yand a(t) is a C00 function satisfying

(2) OCt ) dt > 0 for any interval / <= R

Here b(t,x,£)e C00^,,^^")) is a classicalsymbol for any fixed t. We as-

sume the principalsymbol b＼of b is real valued. We denote the coordinates

of T*(RtxRnx) by (t,x;x,£),t,zeR and x,£eRn. We assume the following

conditions(H.I) and (H.2).

(H.I) (z,bi(t,x,£))satisfiesthe so-calledHormander's bracket condition

(C.H), that is, for any p e Char P there exist a positiveinteger m and

(k(l),k{2),...,k(m))e{0,l}m such that

{Hrm...Hrk(m_l)rk{m)){p)7^0,

where r$ = z, r＼= b＼and Hq is the Hamilton vector fieldof q.

(H.2) (d,fo)(Lx,£)> 0 for (t,x<£)e R x Rn x .R".

Theorem 1. If P of the form (1) satisfies(H.I) and (H.2) then P is hypo-

ellinticin R, x Rn.

We can relax the assumption (H.I) by assuming the logarithmic regularity
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(H.3) For any e > 0 and any compact K <= Rt x R" there exists a constant

C = C(e, K) such that

(3) ＼＼(＼og{Dx})u＼＼2<s(＼＼Dtu＼＼2 + ＼＼bi(t,x,Dx)u＼＼2) + C＼＼u＼＼2 for any ueC?(K),

where <^> = (2+ |^|2)1/2 and ||･ || denotes the usual norm of L2(Rt x R%). We

remark that (H.3) follows from (H.I).

Theorem 2. The operator P of the form (1) is hypoelliptic in Rt x R"

if (H.2) and (H.3) are fulfilled. Furthermore, for any pQ = (to,xo;to,£o)e

T*(Rtx Rx)＼Q a≪J a≪j rea/ 5

(4) ^mx≪J), PveH${p0) =≫ v H?≫{p0),

where veHfoc(p0) means that there exists a classical symbol a(t,x, t,£)e

^o^i1) 5Mc/* fto a ^ e%^ ^ A) aw^ a(t,x,Dt,Dx)v e Hs(Rt x i?").

We give some historical remarks concerning our result. First we recall the

definition of subellipticoperators. Namely, a classicalpseudodifferential operator

P of order m is called subellipticwith loss of 5 derivatives if 0 < <5< 1 and if

i?e(f(jr+1), PveHfoc(Rn+l) =≫ veH^cm_s{Rn+l).

The characterization of subellipticoperators was laboriously studied by Egorov [3]

and it was completely proved by Hormander [4] (see also [5] Chapter 27) that P

is subellipticif and only if the principal symbol p of P satisfiesthe Nirenberg-

Treves condition (*F) and (C.H) condition with ro = R.ep and r＼= Imp. After

multiplication with ellipticoperator and a canonical transformation, the principal

symbol p has the form microlocally

p = T + iq(t,x,£), q(t,x,£) real valued

and for this form the condition (*F) is stated as

(5) q(t,x,£)>0 and s>t => gO,jt,£)>Q.

It follows from (H.2) that P of the form (1) satisfiesthe condition (5) (and hence

(＼)). We remark that (*F) is necessary for P of the form (1) to be hypoelliptic

because the adjoint operator P* is then locally solvable (see [5] Theorem 21 A.I).

In the theory of subellipticoperators, the operator

(6) Dt + it2k(Dx,+t2j+lx}m＼Dx＼) in J?3, (k, j,m non-negative integers)
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is an important model because, roughly speaking, any subelliptic operators can

be reduced to this operator and the Mizohata one after several microlocaliza-

tion arguments. So we shall call the operator of (6), Egorov type, even in the case

where t2k, t2J+lx2m are replaced by other (infinitely) degenerate functions. It

should be noted that almost all contents of subelliptic theory are required in order

to prove the subelliptic estimate for the simple model (6).

Our Theorem 1 shows that the operator

(7) Pi=Dt + ia(t)(DXl + t2j+lx＼m＼Dx＼) in R3

is hypoelliptic if a(t) > 0 for t ^ 0. In [9], [10], the hypoellipticity for infinitely

degenerate Egorov type operators was studied by the second author, but it was

not shown there that the operator P＼ is hypoelliptic when a(^) has a zero of

infinite order at t = 0. The difficulty comes from the fact that we do not know

whether L2 a priori estimate holds for this P＼. It seems that L2 a priori estimate

can not be expected for Egorov type operator with infinite degeneracy, in general.

Indeed, Lerner [6] showed that L2 a priori estimate does not hold for some version

of infinitely degenerate Egorov type operators though it satisfies ("F), (whose

adjoint operator is a counter example to L2 local solvability of operators sat-

isfying (*F) condition). Recently, the first author [1] showed that Lerner's counter

example is locally solvable with loss of at most two derivatives and developped

the method in [2]. We shall prove Theorem 2 by using the fundamental estimate

given in [2], instead of L2 a priori estimate. The proof of Theorem 2 in the next

section is based on a method similar to that of [111 Theorem 8.

§2. Proof of Theorem 2

We note that P is hypoelliptlc in ft = {(t,x) eRt x R";ot{t)> 0}, more

precisely, P is microhypoelliptic at any p= (fo,xo;To,^o) e jT*(ft)＼O.In fact,it

follows from (H.2) and Fefferman-Phong inequality that for any compact K a ft

there exists a Ck > 0 such that

||i^||2= ||A≪||2+ ＼＼oibu＼＼2+ 2Re(a(5,^)M, m) + 2Re((d,a/a)(a%, m)

>||A≪||2 +
^||aHI2-^||w||2,

≪eH4

where we used Schwartz's inequality to estimate the fourth term in the middle, in

view of a > 3ck > 0 on K. Together with (H.3), the above estimate shows that for

any e > 0 and any compact K <= Q there exists another C(s,K) > 0 such that

(log
Df + ＼Dx＼2+ 2 u

2

<e||PM||2 + C(e,A:)||M||2, ueC^fK)
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By means of Theorem 1 of [7] and its proof, we see the micro-hypoellipticity of P

at any p = Oo,xo;to,£o) e r*(fi)＼0, namely,

(2.1) ≫e *'(*£≫), PveH?*(p0) =* veH^(p0)

It sufficesto show (4) of Theorem 2 in the case where p = (A),*o;O,£o) w*tn

a(to) = 0, because

(2.2) P is microlocally ellipticin {(?,x;t, £);t# 0}.

For the brevity we assume (*o,jco)= (0,0) and |£0|= 1. Take O(t, i;)e

Slo(Rt x Rnx) such that <D = 1 in {|t| <^|^|} and <D = 0 in {|t| > 28^} for a

small 5 > 0, which will be chosen later on. In order to cut the space R" we

choose an h(x) e C^{Rnx) such that 0 < h < 1, /i(x)= 1 for |x| < 1/5 and h(x) =

0 for |jc|> 7/24, and set hs(x) = h(x/S). For the conical cutting in R", we define

the following:

Definition. For S > 0 and £0 e R"(＼£o＼= 1) we say that a function ＼J/(^)e

C°°(^w) belongs to T^ if ^ to satisfies 0 < ＼p< 1 and

{ W) = 1 for |f/|£|-fo|<;<yi2 and |£|> 2/3

for |f/|<*|- 4| > (5/10 or |£|< 1/2,

for 0<2< 1 and |^| > 1.

Let v £'{R"+X) and Pv e H^＼(pQ). If ^(£) e Vios^ and ^ > 0 is sufficiently

small, then we can find /(/) e Cq)(R) such that / = 1 in a neighborhood of t = 0,

supp/' c |?;a(?) > 0} and

(2.3) ilf(Dx)h1O3{x)x(t)<X>(Dt,Dx)Pve Hs+1.

Note that

＼l/hm(x)PxRv = ilfhm(x)xRPv - il/hm(x)[P,x]Rv - ＼l/hm(x)X[P,O]u,

and that the second and third terms in the right hand side belong to Hs+＼ and

Hs+2, respectively,by means of (2.1) and (2.2).If w =/ >p then it follows from

(2.3) that

(2.4) <Dxy^(Dx)h1Os(x)Pw e L＼Rt x Rnx).

Since v e H_n for a large N > 0,

(2.5) <DxyNRveL2(RtxRnx) and hence (DxyNw e L2(Rt x Rn)
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To complete the proof of (4), we shall show for a suitable ＼//(^)e ^s,^

(2.6) <Dxy$(Dx)h3{x)w e L2(Rt x R"x).

To this end, we use the Weyl calculus of pseudodifferential operator and by

changing the lower order terms of b, if necessary, we can write

P = Dt + ix(t)bw(t,x,Dx),

where bw(t,x,Dx) is a pseudo-differential operator with a Weyl symbol, that is,

bw(t,x,Dx)u = {2n)-n＼e^-yH[u^l Au(y)dydt, ue^(Rn).

Furthermore, we consider the microlocalized operator at p0 = (0,£0) with a

parameter 0 < X < 1 as follows:

PZ = Dt + ia(t)bl(t,x,Dx),

where b (t,x,Dx) is a pseudo-differential operator with a Weyl symbol

bk(t,x, Cl = bit,x,£)hmsUZ - 6)).

We apply Theorem A.2 of Dencker [2] by settingA{t)

bV(t,x,Dx). Since(A.3) of [2] follows from (H.2), we have

= a(t) and B{t) =

Lemma 1. There exist constants Cq and Tq > 0 independent ofR<X< 1 such

that

(2.7) ＼u＼＼2<CQ{lm{Pwku,bwxu) + ＼＼Pu＼＼2}

for any u(t,x) e Sf{Rt x R") having support where ＼t＼< To.

We may assume supp/ c={＼t＼< To} by taking a small 8 > 0. Let Hs(x,Dx;A)

denote the usual pseudodifferential operators with symbol Hs = h$(x)hs(A.£―£o)-

By (H.3) we have

Lemma 2. Let 5 > 0 be a number chosen in the above and let To be the same

as in Lemma 1. For any e > 0 there exists a constant Ce > 0 independent of 0 <

X < 1 such that

(2.8) (logA)2||v/H|2 < e{lm(Pfu,b?u) + ＼＼PJu＼＼2}

+ CE{＼＼V^u＼＼2+ rl＼＼(l - H20S(x,Dxa))u＼＼2}

for any u(t,x) e Sf(Rt x R") having support where ＼t＼< To
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Proof. Substitute
^/a(t)H4Qs{x,D;X)u

into (3). Then we have

(logV2＼＼hm(W - ^)hm{x)V^u＼＼2 < s(＼＼Dtu＼＼2+ ＼＼y/ti%(t,x,Dx)u＼＼2+ ^hf)

+ CE＼＼^u＼＼＼

because X~l is equivalent to |<f;|on supp/i4o<s(A£ ― <^o) and (y/a,)' is bounded. Note

that supp H20<s H supp(l ― Hq)$) = 0 and

||A^||2<2(||P;W||2 + ||a^||2).

Since it follows from (H.2) that

(<xb?u,Wu) = lm(Pfu,b?u) -l-Re((dth)wu,u) < lm(PJu,bwxu) + C||M||2

we have the desired estimate (2.8) by using (2.7). Q.E.D.

Let <p(x,£;X) = 1

(2.9)

{

H2d{x,£,,X). It is clear that

(p = 0 on suppHs(x, £;X),

a = 1 outside of supp^f2(5(^, <^;^)

For an integer / > 2s + 27V + 4 we set

If K≪{x,£;X) denotes a|D^(x,^;A) and if 0 < X < 1 then

|log2|-|aH^r|a|i^(x, £･X)hlOsW - to)

belongs to a bounded set of S(＼,go), where go = (log<0)2|djc| +

(log<^≫2<0"2|^|2 and <O2=2+|£|2. It follows from (2.9) that

r'aw([Kw(x,D,A),hm(x)})hm(^-Z0), r'<jw([Kw(x,D,A),hm(m - £0)])

belong to a bounded set of S(l,go) uniformly for 0 < X < 1. By the same reason

we have the following formulae modulo L2 bounded operator uniformly for 0 <

X< 1

(2.10) X~'+lPwkKwHm = r'+lHmPKw

= r'+l{HmKwP + ia(t)Hm[bw,Kw}}

= rM{Kwhm{XD - £0)hm(x)P + ioi(t)[bw,Kw}Hm}.

It follows from the expansion formula of the Weyl calculus(seeTheorem 18.5.4



of [5]) that

(2.11)

I
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x{aw([bw,Kw]) - iS＼ogXaw((H9b)wKw)}

e 5(1,go) uniformly for 0 < X < 1.
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Here aw(A) denotes the Weyl symbol of pseudodifferential operators of A. It

follows from (2.10) and (2.11) that for any ue^{Rt x R%)

lm{PwxKwHmu,bwkKwHmu) < lm{b 'K*'hm(XD - ^)hm{x)Pu,KwHmu)

- /(log X)imdH^yoiit^Hmu.b^^Hmu)

+ Q{(logX)2＼＼V^KwHmu＼＼2 + I2s+1＼＼A-Nu＼＼2},

where A = <DX>. Use the Schwartz inequality in the firstterm of the right hand

side. Then for any [i > 0 there exists a CM > 0 such that

lm{b Kwhm{XD - £0)hm(x)Pu, KwHmu)

<n＼＼KwHmu＼＼2 + C,{U~Xhm{XD - ^)hm{x)Pu＼＼2 + X2s+X＼＼A-Nu＼＼2}.

Since the principal symbol of bx {H^b)w is real valued, we also obtain

＼S{logX)Im{(H(pb)waKwHmu,bwxKwHmu)＼

< fi＼＼KwHmu＼＼2+ CJ(log A)2||aJT^10^||2 + X2s+lHA^wll2}.

Hence we see that

(2.12) lm(PjKwHmu, bJKwHmu) < 2fi＼＼KwHmu＼＼2

+ C,{＼＼X-xhm{XD-^)hm{x)Pu＼＼2

+ {＼ogX)2＼＼^iKwHmu＼＼2

+ I2s+1＼＼A-Nu＼＼2}.

Similarly, for a constan Q > 0 we get

(2.13) ＼＼PJKwHmu＼＼2< 2＼＼hm(XD - £0)hm(x)Pu＼＼2

+ dUlogtfWaK" Hmu＼＼2

+ A＼＼KwHmu＼＼2+ X2s+l＼＼A-Nu＼＼2}.
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Let ue^(RtxRnx) satisfy

(2.14) supp≪c{|?| < To}.

Substitute KwH＼qsu into (2.7) and (2.8). Then we have for any £> 0 and some

c;>o

(2.15) ＼＼KwHmu＼＼2+ -{log X)2＼＼^KwHmu＼＼2

< (Co + l){Im (PJKwHmu,bwAKwHmu) + ＼＼PwxKwHmu＼＼2}

+ C'e{＼＼VoiKwHmu＼＼2 + P+'HA-^H2},

We use (2.12) and (2.13) to estimate terms in the first parenthese on the right

hand side. Choosing fi = 1/(4(CO + 1)) in (2.12) and e = l/(2(C0 + 1)(C^ + Q))

in (2.15), we see that there exists a small Xq > 0 such that

＼＼KwHmu＼＼2 < C(＼＼rlhm(Wx - £0)hm(x)Pu＼＼2

+ ^+1||A-ArM||2) if 0<2<A0.

Since it follows from (2.9) that the symbol of KwH＼qs ― 1 on supp H$, we have

for 0 < X < Ao

＼＼hs(XDx- £0)hs(x)u＼＼2< C(＼＼X-lhm(XDx - £0)hm(x)Pu＼＼2 + X2s+l＼＼A-Nu＼＼2).

Multiplying X'2s(l + kX~1)~2{n+s+2) with a parameter k> 0 by both sides, we

have

＼＼hs(XDx- ^0)(l + KA)-(N+s+2)Ashs(x)u＼＼2

< C(＼＼hm(Wx - fo)(l + KA)-{N+s+2)As+lhm(x)Pu＼＼2 + ^HA-^mII2)

because X~l is equivalent to |£|on supp hs(X£ - £0).Integrate A from 0 to Xo after

dividing both sides by X. Then by means of Proposition 1.7 of [8] we have for

suitable ^(£) e ＼^0 and i/^(£)e Y7o^o,

||(1+kA)-(^+2)A>,(I)x)^(.x)M||2

< C(||(l +/cA)-^+2)A^1!A,(DJC)A1o<5Wi>M||2 + IIA-^H2).

Since w = /<E>u satisfies (2.5), one can find a sequence {≪/} in y(/?? x R") satis-
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fying ＼-Nuj -> A~NRv in L2{Rt x Rnx), (j -> oo) and supp % <={|t| < |£|}.If

M; = /(0"y tnen "y satisfies(2.14) and

A"%--> A"^w and A"(iv+1)PM,--> A"(iV+1)Pw in L2{Rt x J?;), (y ^ oo)

because ＼-{N+l)DtUj = (Dtx)A-{N+l)uj + x(A'{N+1)Dtuj). Letting j -> oo in the

above estimate with u = uj, we get for any fixed /c> 0

||(1+KA)-{N+s+2)AsUDx)hs(x)w＼＼2 < C(＼＼As+lUDx)hm(x)Pw＼＼2 + ＼＼A-Nw＼＼2)

because of (2.4) and (2.5). Letting k ― 0 we get (2.6), and so (4) of Theorem 2.

For an open conic coin T*(Rn+l) we say u e Hs(co) if ue Hfoc(p) for any p e a>.

It follows from (4) and the usual covering arguments that for any open conic sets

a>o,co with coo c t≫

.ft/£i/j+i(ft>) =4> M G Hs(0Jq).

This shows the microhypoellipticity of P. Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is

completed.
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